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Zippers on both sides

Pelvic
Support

Tapered Gradient

Customization of each 
section allows for a tailored 

fit to your specific shape 
and di�erences in upper to 

lower leg. Fill type and 
amount can be customized 
to promote recommended 

pregnancy sleeping 
position and unique 

preferences.

Add additional 
height as the baby 

grows. Adapts to 
become a nursing 

pillow postnatal.

Base/
Nursing

Pillow

Relieves 
discomfort 
related to 
the pubic 
symphysis.

Supports the low back, hips, 
and legs to help ease 
discomfort associated with 
pregnancy. Improves 
circulation, reducing varicose 
veins, achy and heavy legs.

Supports the pelvis and
relieves discomfort related
to the pubic symphysis

Increases nutrients to
the placenta and baby
Decreases back pain

Increases circulation in legs
and reduces pressure on veins
Reduces aches and pains

Anatomically designed, easily
adjustable sections o�er
individual customization and
adaptability for all stages of
pregnancy.



The Noble Maternity Pillow consists of two independent pillows that slip into the 
included cover and are used together or separately in specific pregnancy and 

postnatal care phases.

Remove cases (the 
base pillow does 
not have a case).

Flu� the pillows by picking apart 
the fill inside and distributing 
evenly. This can be done through 
the fabric; you do not need to 
remove the filling. (Repeat to 
rejuvenate loft/plush as needed)

Reassemble 
the pillow and 
lay with it.

Assess your comfort and 
follow the adjusting details 
on the next page for the 
complete maternity system. 
For the separate pillow, use 
the attached flyer.

Wash the 
pillowcase per 
care instructions.

Phase 1

If you are back sleeping or stacking legs while side sleeping, you may remove the 
regular lower body pillow and use it independently (Use the attached LBP 

instructional flyer). Save the base pillow for phases 2 and 3).

Post-pregnancy, the pillows may be removed from the cover and used 
independently to support you and your baby. New mothers love using the regular 

lower body pillow for back and/or side support, and the base makes a perfect 
nursing pillow. In addition, your pillow can be stacked on the base to provide 

additional height during feedings if needed.

Phase 3

Phase 2

Side-only sleeping with the top leg in front and o� of the bottom leg. The addition 
of the base pillow achieves this recommended position. This helps to increase 

nutrients to the placenta and baby while relieving the increased stressors on you. 
May be advised as early as 25 weeks. Since this time period may vary, consult with 

your specialist.
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Set up:



Pillow filler may be added to or 
removed from both pillows for a 
customized experience. The base 
pillow will increase or decrease 
overall height—sections 1-9 on 
the regular pillow fine tunes each 
lower body area. Post-natal, the 
base pillow becomes the nursing 
pillow.

• Use sections 1+3 for more or less pubic 
support

• Use sections 2+4 for more or less foot 
support

• Use sections 5-8 to customize the inner 
thigh, knee, and lower leg area

• Section 9 aids in bracing to keep 
proper pillow positioning
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Pillow Map

Base/Nursing PillowRegular Lower Body Pillow

Usually, sleeping on the left side is widely recommended; this will be shown in the pillow map 
adjustment text below—however, the pillow works on either side. You can interchange sections 

1 & 3 with 2 & 4 for right-side sleeping. If you are back sleeping or stacking legs while side 
sleeping, you may remove the regular lower body pillow and use it independently (Use the 
attached LBP instructional flyer). Come back to these instructions when you are in phase 2.



If you take the time to learn your pillow and are patient with your 
transformation, you can reap the life-changing benefits as so many 
others. We want you to be successful, and we’re on your team. 
Please get in touch with us if you need assistance.

HOW TO USE &
MAINTENANCE Need Help? Contact Us

support@noblepillow.comwww.noblepillow.com

SCAN QR WITH
PHONE CAMERA

FOR MORE
INFORMATION
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• Make sure you follow the flu�ng instructions.
• Follow the washing/drying instructions; if the pillowcase shrinks from improper washing, it will 

compress and make the pillow sti�. If this happens, more cases are available online.
• Try removing the filling from sti� areas.
• If you need softer fills, don't hesitate to contact us.

Pillow is too firm

Follow the care instructions to avoid shrinkage unless you intend to keep your pillow loft low and you 
feel your case is baggy; in this instance, you may shrink to fit.

The pillowcase doesn't fit

• Be sure you perform maintenance and frequent flu�ng, especially if it feels flat.
• Reassess. Maybe you changed, especially after travel, prolonged sitting, or progression through 

pregnancy phases.
• You may need Pillow-Care (learn more on our website). Many specialists recommend replacing 

your pillow every 6-12 months. Everyone is di�erent; some variables include hygiene, toxin 
exposure, and environment. With Pillow-Care or self/home re-stu�ng, there is no need for a new 
pillow.

My pillow stopped working/feeling good

FAQ

The case is for use when the regular pillow is used separately after pregnancy. If you are using the 
complete unit, you may remove the case and save it for after birth.

Why is there an extra pillowcase on the enclosed pillow


